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Abstract
Recently, based on RSA and discrete logarithm with composite modulus, Huang and Chang proposed two multisignature schemes with distinguished signing authority and
claimed that their scheme can resist forgery attack. Unfortunately, in this works, we show that their schemes
have forgery attack by security analysis of Huang-Chang
multi-signature schemes. Given a multisignature of certain a document, arbitrary one can forge a multisignature.
To overcome the weakness of the schemes, we proposed
an improved scheme.
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1

Introduction

A digital signature scheme is a method which allows one
party, the signer, to sign messages (documents) in such
a way that everyone can verify the validity of authentic
signatures, but no one can forge signatures of other messages. The secret key is held by the signer and can’t
be known by anyone in any way. However, in some
group-oriented applications, the message might demand
all the group members to generate a signature together
[1, 2, 3, 5, 10]. Conventionally, in these schemes, all group
members sign the messages; we call these schemes as multisignature scheme.
A multisignature scheme is a signature scheme, in
which plural signers jointly generate a signature for
an identical message or several messages. The multisignature schemes are divided into two classes according
to distinguishable signing authority: one is the multisignature with undistinguished signing authorities, note
that all group members hold the same responsibility for
signing the signature; the other is the multi-signature with
distinguished signing authorities, note that each group
member is responsible for a partial group message. There

exist much less multi-signature schemes up to now.
Recently, Huang and Chang [4] propose two multisignature schemes with distinguished signing authority
based on RSA [8] and the discrete logarithm with composite modulus [6]. One scheme is suitable for sequential architecture and the other is for the broadcasting
one. They claim that two multi-signature schemes can
resist the forgery attack. Unfortunately, we show that
two schemes exist the forging attack by security analysis
and give the corresponding attack way. To overcome the
flaws of Huang-Chang multisignature schemes, we give an
improved scheme and show that the scheme is secure in
random oracle model. For the convenience of the following description, we briefly claim the proposed schemes by
H.F.Huang and C.C.Chang as Huang-Chang scheme.
The organization of this paper is shown as follows.
In Section 2, we review Huang-Chang multisignature
schemes. In Section 3, we give security analysis to Chang
et al scheme. Our improved digital signature scheme is
presented in Section 4. Finally, we draw some conclusions.

2

Reviews
Scheme

of

Huang-Chang

In this section, we only brief describe the broadcasting
multisignature scheme.
The idea of the sequential
multisignature is similar to one of the broadcasting
multisignature. The scheme consists of three phases: the
initialization phase, the multi-signature generation phase
and multisignature verification phase. With loss of the
generality, supposed that the group G = {U1 , U2 , . . . , Un }
and the message m1 be the partial message that Ui is
responsible for. The whole processes of the scheme are
as follows.
The Initialization Phase:
The Setup of the system parameters is produced by the
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following steps:

63

Security Analysis of the HuangChang Scheme

1) The system authority chooses two safe large primes
p, q, which satisfy p = 2p1 + 1 and q = 2q1 + 1, where
p1 and q1 are also prime numbers. Let N = p · q and In this section, we give an analysis to Huang-Chang
φ(N ) = 4p1 ·q1 where φ(N ) is called Euler’s function. multi-signature schemes and show that their schemes exist forgery attack. In the following, we only consider the
2) select an integer g with the order p1 q1 in GF (N ).
attack on the broadcasting multi-signature scheme; simip1 q1
Note that g
= 1modN .
larly, the way also mount to the sequential multisignature
3) For each group member Ui , the system authority scheme.
−1
According to the above the multi-signature generacomputes a secret key si = g di modN for i =
1, 2, L, n, where di < min(p1 , q1 ) is the identity of tion phase of the signer Ui , we know that a signature
Ui and di · d−1
= 1modp1 q1 , then secretly send the of the partial message mi is (ri , yi ) and satisfies ri =
i
h(m )
secret key si to the group member Ui (the signer Ui ) si i g ki v modN and yi = g ki t modN . Thus an adversary
can forge as follows:
by a secure channel.
4) The system authority randomly chooses an integer
v ∈ Zφ(N ) as a fixed parameter and which satisfies
v < di for i = 1, 2, L, n.
5) Finally, the system keep p1 , q1 , p and q secret and
publish N, g, v and a secure collision-resistant hash
function h(·).
The Multisignature Generation Phase:
Assumed that m = {m1 , m2 , L, mn } is the document in
which the partial message mi is signed by U i for i =
1, 2, L, n. Each signer Ui signs the partial message mi by
the following steps:
1) Each signer Ui randomly selects a number
ki and
Qn
computes a partial signature t =
d
,
ri =
i
i=1
h(mi ) ki v
ki t
si
g modN and yi = g modN for the partial message mi . Then Ui broadcast {ri , yi , mi } to
collector (or all other signers).
2) the collector (or all other signers) verifies the valid
partial signature (ri , yi ) of mi by checking the following equality:

1) randomly choose a number α ∈ Zn .
2) compute ri0 = ri · g αv modN .
3) then (ri0 , yi0 ) is also the partial signature of message
mi .
Because
(ri0 )t

= (ri · g αv )t = rit · g αvt = g ti h(mi ) yiv g αvt
= g ti h(mi ) (yi g αt )v = g ti h(mi ) (yi0 )v .

Then given a multisignature (r, y) of a document m, we
can forge a multisignature (r0 , y 0 ) by randomly choosing
a number β ∈R ZN to compute r0 = r · g αv modN and
y 0 = y · g βt modN .
The attack way can also mount to the sequential multisignature scheme of Huang-Chang schemes.

4

An Improved Scheme

In this section, we propose an improved multisignature
scheme. The system parameters are similar to one of
=
Huang-Chang multisignature in our proposed scheme.
= dti and di is the identity of
The differences are only multisignature generation and
verification. The describe procedures are as follows.
3) if the above checking holds for i = 1, 2, L, n,
then the multisignature for the document
m = The Multisignature Generation Phase:
Qn
{m1 ,Q
m2 , L, mn } IS (r, y) where r = i=1 modN and Assumed that m = {m1 , m2 , L, mn } is the document in
which the partial message mi is signed by Ui for i =
y = ni=1 yi modN .
1, 2, L, n. Each signer Ui signs the partial message mi by
the following steps:
The Multi-Signature Verification Phase:
ki and
When a verifier obtains the multi-signature (r, y) of the 1) Each signer Ui randomly selects a number
Qn
computes
a
partial
signature
t
=
d
,
document m = {m1 , m2 , L, mn }, he carries out the foli=1 i yi =
h(mi kyi ) ki v
k
t
i
lowing checking steps:
g modN and ri = si
g modN for the parQn
Qn
t
tial
message
m
.
Then
U
broadcasts
{ri , yi , mi } to
i
i
1) compute t = i=1 di and ti = j=1,j6=1 di = di for
collector
(or
all
other
signers).
i = 1, 2, L, n.
P
2) the collector (or all other signers) verifies the valid
2) compute R = ni=1 ti h(mi ).
partial signature (ri , yi ) of mi by checking the fol3) check rt = g R y v modN .
lowing equality:
If Step 3 holds, the verifier concludes that (r, y) is the
v
h(m ky )
multi-signature of the document m = {m1 , m2 , L, mn }.
rit = (si i i g ki v )t = g ti h(mi kyi )yi modN .
h(m )
= (si i g ki v )
Qn
when ti = j=1,j6=1 di
the signer Ui .

rit

g ti h(mi ) yiv modN,
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Qn
What ti = j=1,j6=i di =
the signer Ui .

t
di
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and di is the identity of the system parameters N, v, g and a message m, and it
outputs a valid individual signature (ri , yi ) of m, where

3) if the above checking holds for i = 1, 2, L, n,
then the multisignature for the document m =
{m
Qn1 , m2 , L, mn } is (r, y1 , y2 , L, yn ) where r =
i=1 ri modN .

P r[verif ication(m, (ri , yi ), di ) = accept] = 1.

By forking lemma [7], we can obtain two signatures
on the same message m, then we can obtain the private
key si of member Ui by the above two signatures. In the
The Multi-Signature Verification Phase:
following, we will show that there exists an algorithm
When
a
verifier obtains
the
multi-signature Ã, which use this algorithm A as subroutine, to solve
(r, y1 , y2 , L, yn ) of the document m = {m1 , m2 , L, mn }, the private key si of member Ui . More concretely, the
he verifies as follows:
algorithm is described as follows. Firstly, the algorithm
Qn
Qn
Ã selects two random numbers a, a0 ∈ Z|h(·)|, which
1) compute t = i=1 di and ti = j=1,j6=i di = dti for
satisfies a − a0 = 1. Then, Ã will control A as follows.
i = 1, 2, L, n.
2) compute R =

Pn

i=1 ti h(mi

k yi ), y =

Qn

i=1

yi .

3) check rt = g R y v modN .
If all checking equation hold, it mean that this multisignature is valid. Such way can also extend to the sequential multisignature scheme. Here we don’t describe
it for limited space.
h(m )
To overcome our attack, we revise ri = si i g ki v
h(m ky )gki v

mod N into ri = si i i
mod N in our proposed
scheme, so that the adversaries can change yi . The improved scheme efficiently resists our forgery attack above.
In the following, we will show that the improved scheme
is secure in random oracle model and the security of the
scheme is relative to the difficulty of solving the RSA
problem. From the above scheme, we know that the collector’s function checks the validation of individual signature (partial signature) and he doesn’t participate in the
generation of multisignature. In each individual signature, the signature algorithm is similar each other. Then
if the individual signature scheme is secure, it denotes
that our multisignature scheme is secure.
Theorem 1. There exists an adversary A for an adaptively chosen message attack to our individual signature
scheme with running time t in non- negligible probability
−1
ε ≥ 10(qs +1)(qh +1)/n, then the private key si = g di can
0
be solved within expected time t , where qh , qs denote the
maximum number of queries to random oracle h(·) and
Sign oracle asked by A, respectively. It is in contradiction
to the RSA problem.

First Round:
h-Hash Query: when A requests the value of h(m k yi ), for
the targeted parameters, Ã responds with a. Otherwise,
responds with the list that he has generated.
• Signature Query: when A requests the signature of
message mi , Ã checks whether the hash value of
(mi , ∗) is responded, if the hash value has been responded, he rejects it; otherwise, he responds as follows:
1) Q
Firstly he computes t = d1 · d2 Ldn and ti =
n
j=1,j6=i di ,
2) then randomly choose a number ki and compute
yi = g ki t modN .
3) Set the hash value of (mi , yi ) as h(mi k yi ) =
di βi = hi where βi is a random number.
4) Set ri = g βi +vki and return individual signature
(ri , yi , hi ).
• Output: Eventually, the output of the first round is
(r∗ , y ∗ , h∗ ) of the message m.
Second Round:
h-Hash Query: when A requests the value of h(m k yi ), for
the targeted parameters, Ã responds with a0 . Otherwise,
responds with the list that he has generated.

• Signature Query: the signature query is the same as
Proof. Let us recall the private key generation of the
ones of first round in this round.
group member Ui , the system authority first chooses two
safe large primes p, q, which satisfy p = 2p1 + 1 and
−1
• Output: Eventually, the output of the first round is
q = 2q1 + 1. And computes secret key si = g di modN ,
(r0∗ , y ∗ , h0∗ ) of the message m.
where di < min(p1 , q1 ) is the identify of Ui . If an adversary can solve his private si of group member Ui , then it
It is obvious that the two signatures (r0∗ , y ∗ , h0∗ ) and
will be contradiction to the RSA problem.
(r∗ , y ∗ , h∗ ) satisfy
To show the proof, we assume there is polynomial algorithm A that can generate a valid individual signature
∗
r∗ )t = g ti h (y ∗ )v mod N and
for a message m without the private key si of member Ui .
0∗
The algorithm A accepts the identity di of member Ui ,
(r0∗ )t = g ti h (y ∗ )v mod N.
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Thus, we obtain
(

r∗ t
)
r0∗

∗

=

g ti h
mod N
g ti h0∗
∗

0∗

= g ti (h −h ) mod N
0
= g ti (a−a ) mod N
= g ti mod N
= (si )t mod N.
It denotes that the private key of member Ui is si =
r∗ (r0∗ )−1 . In other words, it means that the algorithm
Ã can solve the private key of member Ui without the
factoring of N . It is in contradiction to the RSA problem.

5

Conclusion

Recently, Huang and Chang proposed two efficient multisignature schemes and claim that their schemes can resist forgery attack. However, in this works, we give a security analysis of Huang-Chang multi-signature schemes
and show that their schemes have forgery attack. Arbitrary one can forge a multisignature provided that he
knows a multisignature of certain a document. Finally, to
overcome our attack, we propose an improved scheme.
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